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About This Game

Harvester of Dreams takes you on board a luxurious airship high above the ground. You’ll find yourself caught between two
worlds, a dream and reality. On your journey through the game you will find out, which is which.

HoD is a first-person adventure game (aka walking simulator) taking you into a steampunk inspired scenery. To progress in the
game, you will have to find the items required to fix or crack open the locked doors, that you are going to face. Each door

reveals a new, unique and interesting room to explore.
Once you have left the ship, the world you find yourself in, becomes even more confusing and disturbing. The unpleasant truth

is awaiting you at the very end of your path back into reality. There will be action sequences towards the end.

What to expect:

A playing time of about 2 hours.

Steampunk-inspired graphics.

Many unique and intriguing rooms and areas to explore.

Some challenging puzzles.

English and German (and Irish) voice acting.
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 Retro 3D graphics mode.

Full gamepad support inside the game (except for the launcher).

Started out as a personal project a decade ago, HoD 1 is finally about to be finished! All assets have been originally created for
this game.

Targeting not only PCs but mobile platforms alike, highly optimized graphics and shaders allowed me to bring the same visual
experience to players on most devices.
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Title: Harvester of Dreams : Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Christian Waadt
Publisher:
Christian Waadt
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.8 GHz, SSE

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: ShaderModel 3.0

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German,French
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I'm pretty sure the game is broken. Says WMR is supported but there's no hands so you quickly reach a part where are
competely stuck .. In my opinion, the game was very good, and in the end should be updated.. very well done and lots of fun...
must buy for price.. Currently not finished, so the Story Mode will be delivered in the next 24-48 hours. The arcade mode is
also not implemented and maybe in one week available. The story mode is done in some minutes and you have to look only for
some specific people to shoot them, so you need more time to find the people - not really a story!

The "action" part in a car is also not really realistic. The sliding of the car is too slow and feels like slow motion. The "action"
part (shooting romero guys in a car, who follow you was strange because each window of the car was black (not transparent) and
I finished it only with lucky shot....

Currently not recommended - will be updated if new content is available.. The soccer mode is awesome.. The first Super
Seducer was a masterpiece. Took itself seriously, but with a couple jokes and humor thrown in. The 2nd, not so good. If you
loved #1 as much as I did, don't get this one. It's just cringy and bad jokes after bad jokes. I'm seriously disappointed. I thought
it would be as "serious" as the 1st one was.

EDIT: After speaking with Richard, the game's creator, I understand more the reasons SS2 is made the way it is. I am not
changing my review, but I understand. I hope SS3 will go back to how SS1 was, or at least a mix of both.. If the game
developers adds workshop downloads I would Love it even more xD. Most. Intense. Versus. Game. Ever.. Casual platformer.

Full disclaimer: I'm not really a platformer person. I tend more towards FPSs (DOOM) and ARPGs (Dark Souls) so maybe not
the best person to review.

That said, I thoroughly enjoyed this.

Gameplay is fairly well balanced, with a good range of weapons, and difficulty. Fun achievements; nothing impossible. Decent
stage variety (e.g, stages with only a few enemies but harder terrain/traps, lots of enemies spread out, lots of platforms (teeter
totters, moving islands) where the point is to go find the enemies). Checkpoint distance varies, but is never too far apart (ok,
maybe 3rd stage of level 10, which was an utter gangbang, but apart from that...).

There are no really impossible-to-make timing moves or jumps, and the level design is never unfair/mean-spirited, meaning that
if you miss a jump (even on the teeter-totters) you generally wind up not dying (apart from some obvious traps). Though some
of the star placements are a bit sadistic.

The animations cracked me up, and are the reason I bought it (coupon from badge crafting, but honestly it's worth the full 4
bucks). And ok, there are some spelling errors in the UI, but somehow that just adds to the silliness. You do this insane cackle
every time you get health too, which just never gets old. Soundtrack fits in well.

Couple of weird glitches: flying axes(?); floating platform on level 10 seems to hover for about 10 seconds before moving; you
very occasionally get stuck somewhere and have to reload the level.

Two warnings: 1) If you start a game on one difficulty and then start a new game on another difficulty, you lose the current
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game, so complete that playthrough first. 2) If you are in the middle of a level and you exit, you have to replay the whole level,
there are no save slots. The levels aren't that long though.

Recommended.. demo very good :)
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This is a cool DLC, lots of fun playing with this skin.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-Awesome modelling
-Unique type of iconography such as the flames and bones over the armor and a unique type of helmet
-Now you can play as one of the Legion of the Damned, it is said that they are the daemonic army of the Emperor and they
show up and turn the tide of every battle in the favor of the Emperor's forces

CONS
-No cons

I recommend it. 10\/\/10 would purge again!. That was.. easy?

Now i just want to drink a glass of Vodka and buy some AK-47.

And my money back of course.
. This is the game I have waited over 40 years for.... Not a bad game but the player base is gone so you really can't play it
anymore. Thus it gets a neg from me.. Your sister invites you to her current excavations, however, she's nowhere to find and it
seems that she was kidnapped. Could it be in relation with the castle nearby, owned by the legendary Bathory, a cruel countess?

The story is interesting in itself. However, the course of actions is perhaps very disturbing. I mean, I can't see why some actions
have to be done. I mean, why would I need milk instead of steam to show an hidden message. You've understood: the translation
isn't quite a success, hence the confusion that can reign if you're not playing in English.

However, the major failure of the game is the gameplay: while it's the standard one (find items, use them, clear hidden objects
scenes, solve puzzles), I was mainly thrown into a game where I only managed to understand that the town place can be moved
on the side after a long time (when you're stuck and searching for a mechant... that's when I accidentally discovered the trick).
Sometimes, you have also arrows on the side. And if you want to go back? Well, you have a return arrow next to your inventory
(functionning also for the puzzles or hidden objects scenes). As I've already said for Ghost Encounters: Deadwood, it's not
possible to have that kind of gameplay now as people are used to see arrows on the middle of their screens. And it was also a
pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to make the inventory appears. But like I've said, the actions to take are sometimes
hard to guess. As I was already\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with the gameplay, I was finishing a
scene and clicked on a pen that was near the arrow for backing out. Guess what? I'm not sure my pen was counted or not, but I
got a message saying that if I go back, I'll loose the progress in the scene. Do I want to get out? Nope but I was still booted out. I
don't know if it's because I assume that Yes = exit and No = stay and that I've misread the question or if it's a translation
problem but it was really frustrating.

And the frustration was already at a high level as I was stuck, realized that the translation was badly done and that clicking on
the right object wasn't always counting (I remember the glasses on the sister's desk: I was clicking on them but it has only
counted when I clicked on the left glass - not even the right was working).

And that ammount of frustration couldn't be lowered with the nice idea of buying hints or objects at the famous mechant with
money you can find by completing hidden objects scenes with a gold coin on them. It is a nice idea. But I prefer to hunt for
hints that play hidden objects scenes and get frustrated by the clicking, the translation and the arrow back.

I loved the graphics, in a cartoon style. I really liked the mystery behind, the flashy colors when needed and the soundtrack was
ok.

But Bathory: The Bloody Countess is a bloody mess. Even Deadwood was less frustrating but there... I'm under the impression
that the game was made for just having a Bathory tale, without any consideration for the player. Bad gameplay killed the game.
It could have been an ok one but there.... Avoid it (unless you're into trading cards but in that case, buy it at a low price or in a
bundle).
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